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TIME: THREE HOURS

INSTRUCTTONS

i There are sii questions in parts A, B and C in thii Sfq pup".. o Answer each pdrt in a Separate booklet.

,,, . Do not use any correction fluid.
'\ . Use illustrations where necessary.

PART A

01.

1.1 Define the following terms giving two examples for each. (18 marks)
1.1.1 Cosmetic

1.1.2 Cosmeceutical

I .1.3 Cosmetic Dermatology

h#@,.- ,..-..-l'?.gesql& the following cosmetics according to their major fi:nction. (12 marks)

2.2

1.2.1 Antiperspirant

1.2.2 Sunscreen

1.2.3 Face powder

1.2.4 Lipstick

1.2.5 Toothpaste

1.2.6 Baby soap

"sometimes cosmetics are considerecl as drug,s". Justiff the statement with relevant
regulations and suitable examples. 

( 30 marks)
Briefly describe factors to be considered in the development of a new face creilm.

(40 marks)

Define the term 'cross-contamination' and state the possible points ol cross-
ccrntamination in a manutacturing setting. e0 marks\
rhe neetis of the manuf"acturing tacility are clefineci during the f;rcility pregrzunming
:itage. \[hat ar; the basic criteria that shcrr-rld be satistieci t,y a proper tacility laygut./
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02.

1.3

1.4

2.1

( l5 marks)
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2.3 The following image shows a bubble diagram developed during the first stage of layout

design. Explain its importance in . 
pharmaceutical plant construction.

(30 marks)

2.4Exar11tne the plant layout giyen below, where material flow is shown by arrows.

manufacturing. Q5 marks)

2.4.ZRedraw the lal,out incorporating your suggestions to improve it further.

(20 marks)

2.4.1 Comment oir the desirability of the above layout for pharmaceutical

\
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03.

3.1 Define the term 'bloom value' \10 marks)

3.2 Briefly explain the steps that are involved in makrng empl) hard gelatin capsules.

(25 marks)

3.3 l'he following design concepl is used to minimize challenges faced in the aseptic

processing of pharmaceutical products. Briefly explain the possible activities that can be

carried out in each area (A-D). (20 marks)
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3.4 Write short notes on the following.

3.4.1 The component. ofifVAC system.

3.4.2 Industialhazard and risk.

(15 marks)

(15 marks)

(15 marks)

04.

3.4.3 Taalet coating process.

4.1 write the simplest form of a natural circuiation evaporator. (06 rnarks)
4.2 State tw'o differences between 'tubular bowl centrifuge' and 'conical disc centrifuge,.

4.3 List four factors affecting evaporation.

(10 marks)

(12 marks)
4.4 Briefly discuss the material and energy balance applicable to a pharmaceutical

industry. (30 marks)
4'5 Explain the distillation methods, which are used in pharmaceutical industry to

synthesize and isolate the pure ingredients.

3

(42 marks)
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PART B



05.

5.1 State how you u,ould corect the de-mixing of powders.

5.2 Compare and contrast 'V-cone blender'. from'zig-zag mixer,.

5.3 Mention the purpose of using following mixing devices.
5.3.1. Baffle mixtures
5.3.2. Turbine mixtures

06.

6.1 List five factors affecting the size reduction in relation to raw materials.

6.2 Biefly explain four main mechanisms used in the comminution process.

5.4 Briefly describe the fluid mechanics principle and its industrial applications.

(30 marks)

5.5 Discuss the heat transfer applications, which are used in manufacturing of
pharmaceuticals. (40 marks)

PART C

(10 marks)

(10 marks)

(10 marks)

(10 marks)

(10 marks)
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6.3 Write shortnotes on followi 2A marks

6.3.1 Ball mill

6.3.2 Fluid energy mill

6.4 Explain the three main me-chanisms used in mechanical sieving devices. (12 marks')

6.5 Explain the working mechanism of the following. (30 marhs)

6.5.1 Drum dryer

6.5.2 Tray dryer

6.6 State four [pes of special materials which can be dried using vacuum dryer.

6.7 State the steps that occur in the rro""r. of compressing granules into 
","bl":-i: 

:':t'
cavity of tabletting machine. (10 marks)
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